Prediction of REM (Rapid Eye Movement) Sleep Behaviour Disorder using EEG Signal applied EMG1 & EMG2 Channel
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This sleep disorder is reflected as the changes in the electrical activities and chemical activities in the brain that can be observed by capturing the brain signals and the images. In this research, Short Time-frequency analysis of Power Spectrum Density (STFAPSD) approach applied on Electroencephalogram (EEG) Signals for prediction of RBD sleep disorder. Collection of Electroencephalogram (EEG) of normal subjects & different type of sleep disordered subjects & application of signal processing on EEG data for development the algorithm for detection of sleep disorder and implementation in MATLAB.
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REM sleep was first described in 1953. This is a unique sleep phase observed specially in birds and mammals. This stage is characterized by random eye movements and lower muscular tone. A special pattern of brain waves are observed on EEG. These brain waves have a lower voltage value and faster frequency. These waves are similar to that of the normal awake state. The absolute inactivity of the voluntary muscles in the body and rapid eye movements are observed in REM sleep. The first phase of REM typically goes on around ten minutes. Later every REM stages gets longer, and the final one may last approximately for up to an hour. This results in faster heart rate and breathing [Charbonnier, 2011]. It causes dreams as the brain is more active in this stage. Children generally spend up to half of their entire sleep in the REM stage, whereas adults spend only one fifth of entire sleep in this stage.

Sleep Disorders, it’s Types and Causes of Sleep Disorders

A sleep disorder is a medicinal disorder of the sleep. It affects the physical, mental, emotional and social wellbeing of a person. Lack of sleep not only affects quality of sleep of a person but also create a negative impact on his energy towards work, emotional balance, and health. Sleep acts as an indicator of a person’s health. A person with good health experiences a quality sleep, while a person suffering from frequent sleeping problems may not experience a quality sleep resulting in poor or average mental or medical health. It is a general phenomenon that a minor loss of sleep can decrease your energy level, efficiency, ability to handle stress, swing off your mood, etc. Ignoring sleep problems and sleep disorders are a serious problem because they may cause a great damage in terms of accidents, poor job performance, relationship stress etc.
Sleep disorder is classified mainly into following categories:

- Difficulty staying awake
- Difficulty in sleeping
- Abnormal behavior during sleep

Some people experience difficulty while they are awake & could not sleep like normal person. This type of sleeping disorder is called Hypersomnia [Braughton, 1968]. There are others who experience difficulty in sleeping; this type of sleeping disorder is known as Insomnia. People who experience both the above problems, that is, difficulty in sleeping as well as staying awake, normally suffers from Dyssomnias. Some people experience some abnormal sensations and behave abnormal during sleep; this type of sleep disorder is known as Parasomnias. This might be harmful to them as well as to their bed partners.

There are diverse psychological and physiological factors that may interfere with sleep. The main purpose of the subject measurement is to identify the contributing factors of disturbed sleep. Subject suffering from primary Insomnia show less diurnal sleepiness, higher heart rates, higher core body temperature and high metabolic activities. The three main identifiers of Insomnia are:

- Sleep-onset delay
- Early morning arousal
- Sleep fragmentation

![Fig. 1.1. Brain Signal (EEG signal) with all channels](image1)

![Fig. 1.2. Brain Signal (EEG Signal) with EMG1-EMG2 Channel (REM stage)](image2)
DSM 5 Criteria for Insomnia [Diagnostic D.S.M.V, 2013]:
The foremost dissatisfaction of quality and quantity of sleep may be related to any or all of the following problems:
• Problem in the beginning of sleep
• Problem in maintaining sleep waking up early and not able to sleep again

Dreaming is a mental experience that mind does when the body is at rest. The subject of REM Behavior Disorder (RBD) starts acting out their dreams. They physically start moving their limbs and sometimes even get up and start other activities related with waking. The subjects of RBD lacks of muscle paralysis, which make them to act out their dreams in a violent and dramatic manner when they are in the REM stage of sleep.

**Diagnosis**
RBD become worse over time and is unsafe for both selves and for a bed partner. It can be diagnosed by the help of sleep studies like Polysomnography. In polysomnography, the subject is carefully monitored throughout the night. Readings of sleep, brain activity, muscular activity

---

**Fig. 1.3.** EEG Signal with EMG1-EMG2 Channel (REM stage) filtered using low pass filter with cut-off frequency of 25 Hz

**Fig. 1.4.** Difference between Filter and Non Filter Signal of EMG1-EMG2 channel (REM stage)
The sleep events are clipped off from the EEG signal recording of whole night, each clipped signal contain single stage of sleep. Figure 1.1 shows various signals of EEG recording data

**Extraction Of Channel**

Figure 1.1 shows the EEG signal which has multiple channels (Fp2 –F4, C4-A1, ROC-LOC and others) of a single stage of sleep REM. Extracted different channels from EEG data EMG1-EMG2 channels are shown in figure 1.2

**Filtering of the Signal**

Clipped signal is preprocessed and then concealed through the Hanning window low pass filter for removing the high-frequency above 25 Hz. The filter used is an FIR filter of order 200 with a cutoff frequency of 25 Hz Figure 1.3 shows filtered EEG signals for the EMG1-EMG2.

**Comparison between Filtered and Non-filtered Signal**

Figure 1.4 gives a comparison between zero-phase filtering and conventional filtering.

**Normalized Power Comparison Between Normal Person and RBD Patient**

Table 1 shows the normalized power of Beta wave for the normal subject and the RBD patient. The analysis is done for EMG1-EMG2 channel and stage REM. It is observed that normalized power of Beta wave for

- Normal subject lies between 0.0020 and 0.0089
- RBD patient lies between 0.053 and 0.0791

So normalized power of Beta wave in case of the normal subject is low and for RBD patient is very high.

**CONCLUSION**

Normalized Power of normal subjects with no symptoms of sleep disorders has been calculated (range define) and then compared with pathological cases. The result helps us to easily
differentiate between sleep disorder patients and a normal person, on the basis normalized power. This method will replace the graphical method of detection that is in contemporary use. This work can be implemented as an economically better alternative, reducing the involvement of a full-time expert for data analysis, which can be done by any computer literate individual. Computer literacy is the only compulsory prerequisite for the ability to execute this task.
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